
We Make Music Fun!

Mel-O-Dee Balls™
Pg. 73



We do this by providing real musical instruments that are easy to play, 
excellent quality, play in tune and are fun!

Recent studies have shown that children who play musical instruments are 
brighter, have better learning abilities, develop more self confidence and 
generally have a more “well rounded” personality than those who don’t.

We’re proud to help reach those goals by being the leading supplier of musical 
products to the Specialty Toy trade today.

If you’ve been with us for any of the past years, you’ve seen our fabulous 
growth as you are the reason for it. Thank you!

If you have never dealt with us before, give us a try. You’ll find we are one of 
your most pleasant, dependable and “easy to deal with” suppliers. After all 
we’ve been making music FUN...for more than 30 years.

WE MAKE MUSIC F U N !
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NOVELTY5 Firestix™

FX12PR
Purple Haze

FX12OR
Mango Tango

FX12RD
Radiant 

Red

FX12GR
Screamin’ Green

FX12BL
Brilliant 

Blue

LED LIGHT-UP Drum Sticks!

The world famous Firestix Light-Up drum sticks are made 

of durable Lexan and light up upon impact for a brilliant, 

dramatic light show effect on stage. They are perfect for 

drum solos! These sticks come in 5B size with multiple 

colors available.
Sold: Individually, Cases of 10
Packaged: Hangable styrene box with color insert

FX12CC
Color

Change



6NOVELTYMaRocKas

“SHAKE SENSITIVE” LED LIGHT-UP MaRocKas!
3 Colors-In-One 

PLUS 7 Color-Change Party Mode!

Maracas, sometimes called rumba shakers, chac-chacs or 

in our case MaRocKas, are rattles which appear in many 

genres of music. Our MaRocKas, however, are unique in that 

they LIGHT-UP! MaRocKas are designed with a sensor that 

allows them to glow brighter the harder you shake’em. Use 

the “FUN” button to change colors (Red, Green, Blue, PLUS 

7 Color-Change Party Mode) and start “Shakin” today! 5002
Sold: Individually 
Packaged: Hangable styrene box with color insert



How to Play:
• Players should break up into teams of at least two (2) members.
• The team with the youngest player should start.  This team will select which member (performer) “Can Play That 
Tune” while team members  (audience) guess. Players should take turns playing and guessing.
• The performer should choose the top card from the deck, select a song and an instrument to play.  Once the 
performer’s selection is made, time starts (flip timer).  The audience now has 1 minute to guess what song is being 
played.

Can You Play That Tune is a FUN, WACKY, WILD, AND ZANY musical instrument guessing game. The object 

is to play a song from the selected card with one of the included instruments while your teammate/mates 

try to guess the song you're playing. 

5000  
Sold: Individually 
Packaged: Display Box

Can You Play That Tune

NOVELTY7

Scoring:
The team can receive up to 6 points per correctly 
guessed songs based on the combined scoring 
below:
(Please note you will need a pen and paper to 
keep score)
Easy Song – 1 point     Shaker – 1 point
Medium Song – 2 points     Kazoo – 2 points
Hard Song – 3 points     Nose flute – 3 points
Example: Easy Song (1 pt) + Nose Flute (3 pts) = 
4 pts.
• If the song is not correctly guessed within 1 
minute, it is the next teams turn.
• The game will continue until one team reaches 
17 points.



8NOVELTYDesign Your Own Air Guitar 

Our new air guitars are blank canvases designed for the 

young to old. Ready for scribbling, painting, dressing up, 

and designing into whatever your imagination desires. These 

customizable air guitars are made of heavy-duty cardboard 

and stand 30" tall. They come packaged in a clear bag with 

a header, 2 per pack, 1 acoustic and 1 electric.  Also included 

is a 4-pack of crayons to get you started. Sold 16 packs to a 

master, in a shipper floor display stand. Start designing your 

own today!

FN800D
Sold: Master of 16
Packaged: Bagged with a header in POP shipper Display Box
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Rocket Ship
2-1/4” x 7”

16”-Long Spring
TT30RS

Lightning
2-1/4” x 7”

16”-Long Spring
TT30L

Tie-Dye
2-1/4” x 7”

16”-Long Spring
TT30TD

Big Lightning
6” x 6”

34”-Long Spring
TT40BL

Crazy sound effects. No batteries! Just a shake of your wrist! Create the sound of a thunder storm in the 

palm of your hand! Amazingly authentic, you won’t believe it! Made in TAIWAN
Sold: Individually 
Packaged: Colorful display box

Starry Night
2-1/4” x 7”

16”-Long Spring
TT30SN

Thunder Tubes®



10NOVELTYMusical Washboards 

Now you can make a musical statement and a fashion statement all at the 
same time.

The 24 gauge rippled stainless steel never needs tuning or ironing and 
compliments any fashion style. 

You can use the included thimbles, or experiment making other sounds 
with spoons, keys, quarters, bottle openers, even a small whisk broom... 
then stroke, scrape, strum, and tap your Washboard Tie to amaze everyone 

with your cool rhythms. 

TT10T
Sold: Individually, Master of 6
Packaged: Hangable display box

Our “Old Fashioned” musical washboard has been 
a hit for years and is now even better with our 
new see through display. Beautifully crafted with 
carefully sanded wood and a non-rust metal board 
area, it produces great rhythm effects. Perfect for 
school music and country western bands. Comes 
nicely packaged in transparent packaging with 3 
thimbles. FN75
Sold: Individually, Master of 6
Packaged: Hangable clamshell with color insert

Have even more fun with our new “Country 
Music Jamboree” Our same high quality musical 
washboard also comes with an outstanding 10 
hole Harmonica and a Jaw Harp. Also included 
are 3 metal thimbles for a brilliant sound. Perfect 
for that “Zydeco” sound. FN85
Sold: Individually, Master of 6
Packaged: Hangable clamshell with color insert

Country Jamboree Country Jamboree Set

Washboard Tie



NOVELTY11 1stNote® Instruments 

The “old standard” is back due to popular demand. 
Made as they were in the 1800’s. FN125 
Sold: Individually, Master of 24
Packaged: Blister card, assorted colors

The most fun, zaniest, best selling novelty in 
our line. Played by blowing air through the nose. 
Changing the shape of your mouth alters the 
sound. Great fun! FN110
Sold: Individually, Master of 24
Packaged: Blister card, assorted colors

2” round kazoo is easy to play and perfect for 
parties. FN100
Sold: Individually, Master of 24
Packaged: Blister card, assorted colors

Easy to play wind instrument provides an excellent 
introduction to music. All of our wind instruments 
come with fingering charts and simple songs. 
FN130
Sold: Individually, Master of 24
Packaged: Blister card, assorted colors

Our standard plastic submarine style kazoos are 
simply the best on the market today! FN120
(SEE Pg.76 FOR CUSTOM  IMPRINTING)
Sold: Individually, Master of 24
Packaged: Blister card, assorted colors

Noseflute comes in our Humor pack FN115
Sold: Individually, Master of 24
Packaged: Blister card, assorted colors

Hum-a-zoo Plastic Kazoos

Metal Kazoos

Magic Flute

Noseflutes
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Excellent quality 10 holes (20 note) is perfect 
for the beginning player. The ideal model to 
accompany all instruction methods. Tuned to the 
key of C. FN145 
Sold: Individually, Master of 24
Packaged: Blister card, assorted colors

Dixie Fife Ocarina

NOVELTY13 1stNote® Instruments 

Harmonica

Flutophone®

Slide Whistle 

Recorder

Unique instrument plays like a trombone. Play 
any song or use to create unusual sound effects. 
FN150
Sold: Individually, Master of 24
Packaged: Blister card, assorted colors

Sometimes called a “Sweet Potato” this fun, 
musical instrument has been around for ages. 
Plays like a flute with simple fingering. FN152
Sold: Individually, Master of 18
Packaged: Blister card, assorted colors

The Flutophone is the easiest to play of all 
wind instruments and is used in thousands of 
classrooms across the country. FN153
Sold: Individually, Master of 10
Packaged: Blister card

Used by more educators to introduce children 
to music than any other musical instrument in 
the world. Excellent quality, perfect for home or 
school use. FN155
Sold: Individually, Master of 12
Packaged: Blister card, assorted colors

Similar to the FN130 but with raised finger-holes 
for even easier play. FN140
Sold: Individually, Master of 24
Packaged: Blister card, assorted colors



14NOVELTY1stNote® Instruments 

We have added new packaging for our “TOP SELLING” 
Egg Shakers for better display with our other Firstnote 
products. Still the best selling Egg Shakers on the 
market!!! FN206
Sold: Individually, Master of 12
Packaged: Blister card, assorted colors

This ancient musical instrument is more popular 
than ever. Played by holding to mouth and striking 
the vibrating “tongue.” Creates all types of unusual 
sounds. FN160
Sold: Individually, Master of 12
Packaged: Blister card

We have added new packaging for our “TOP SELLING” 
Maracas for better display with our other Firstnote 
products. Still the best selling  Maracas on the 
market!!! FN208
Sold: Individually, Master of 12
Packaged: Blister card, assorted colors

Brightly colored castanets are played by “clicking” 
together between thumb and forefinger. Elastic 
cord makes them easy to hold for young hands. 
FN205
Sold: Individually, Master of 24
Packaged: Blister card, assorted colors

Played by striking or scraping together. Used to 
provide rhythm accompaniment for all music. 
FN200
Sold: Individually, Master of 24
Packaged: Blister card

Mouth Harp Egg Shakers

Rhythm Sticks
Mini Maracas

Castanets

Metal finger cymbals are played like castanets. 
Provides bell-like “chinging” sound. FN210
Sold: Individually, Master of 24
Packaged: Blister card

Finger Cymbals



Brightly colored bells are quality made in the 
U.S.A. Easily attaches with Velcro® sewn into the 
band allowing bells to be used on any size wrist 
or ankle. FN228
Sold: Individually, Master of 12
Packaged: Blister card, assorted colors

The best quality sleigh bells available. 6 brightly 
plated bells provide that loud “jingle bells” sound. 
FN220
Sold: Individually, Master of 12
Packaged: Blister card

Brightly colored cluster bells provide a very nice, 
“soft” jingle effect. FN218
Sold: Individually, Master of 12
Packaged: Blister card

Played by tapping against the palm of your hand. 
Nice “jingle” effect. Made in Pakistan. FN215
Sold: Individually, Master of 12
Packaged: Blister card Hold in each hand and slide together, “swish-

swish” sound. FN225
Sold: Individually, Master of 6
Packaged: Blister card

Tuned triangle is made of special aluminum for 
crisp tone. Hit with striker for “chime” sound. 
FN230
Sold: Individually, Master of 12
Packaged: Blister card

NOVELTY15 1stNote® Instruments 

Sand Blocks
Jingle Sticks

Wrist & Ankle Bells
Cluster Bells

Sleigh Bells
Triangle



Solid wood tone block and mallet are used to 
provide a “hollow” wood tone. FN242
Sold: Individually, Master of 8
Packaged: Blister card

Very durable tambourine has an extra heavy duty 
head which is virtually impossible to break during 
normal play. Good, loud sound. FN234
Sold: Individually, Master of 16
Packaged: Colorful display box

Hardwood claves are manufactured in the 
U.S.A. Striking them together produces a sharp 
percussion accent. FN248
Sold: Individually, Master of 12
Packaged: Blister card

Pair of 5-inch cymbals have specially contoured 
handles for young hands. Wonderful “crash” 
effect. FN240 
Sold: Individually, Master of 8
Packaged: Blister card

Brightly colored maracas have extra filling for 
loud, authentic sound. Perfect for group play. 
FN250
Sold: Individually, Master of 10
Packaged: Colorful display box, assorted colors

16NOVELTY1stNote® Instruments 

Musical Spoons
Tone Block

Tambourine

Marching Cymbals

Unique novelty instrument is actually two “spoons” 
connected in a specially designed handle. Easy to 
hold for any age. Made in TAIWAN FN232
Sold: Individually, Master of 6
Packaged: Blister card

Claves

Maracas



Trophy Classics are an outstanding collection of instruments that have enjoyed popularity for many, many 
years. From our Flutophone, introduced in 1943 and the first instrument to over 50,000,000 children, to 
the ever popular Jaw Harp which was carried in the pockets of many of our grandparents, Trophy Classics 
are sure to bring a lot of “I haven’t seen one of those in years” comments when displayed on your counter. 
Sold: Individually

Packaged: Colorful display box

3476
Countertop Display

3471
Harmonica

3472
Metal Kazoo

3473
Jaw Harp

3470
Musical Spoons

3474
Flutophone

3475
Ocarina

3477
Plastic Kazoos

3478
Slide Whistle

NOVELTY17 Classics
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Over 50 million Flutophones® have 
been sold since first introduced in 1943 



All aboard for great fun! This realistic sounding four-tone train whistle allows children to play the part of 
a real engineer. Authentic child’s size cap and bandana lets them dress the part. Provides hours of good, 
wholesome fun.
Sold: Individually, Master of 6
Packaged: Clamshell with color insert 
FN320  Train Whistle Set FN320P  Pink Train Whistle Set

Authentic sounding wooden train whistles
8” x 10”. 4218
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Individually bagged with header
4218B  Bulk (Barcode not shown)

12 authentic sounding train whistles in a 6” x 8” 
counter display. 4219
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Individually wrapped

Two tone whistle sounds just like a river boat. 
4217
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Individually bagged with header
4218B  Bulk (Barcode not shown)

NOVELTY19 Train Whistles

Train Whistle Display
Single Train Whistle

River Boat Whistle

Train Whistle Set



20NOVELTYWind Instruments

Acme whistles are known to be the best. 
This brightly plated whistle is used by police 
departments and sports referees everywhere.  
Made in UK W3761
Sold: Individually, Master of 12
Packaged: Blister card

This siren whistle is completely hand assembled 
in England and is the finest available. Used very 
often in orchestras and commercially wherever 
an authentic siren sound is needed. Made in UK 
W3763
Sold: Individually, Master of 24
Packaged: Blister card

(Acme) Whistles

Without a doubt the finest slide whistle in the 
world. The Trophy Slide Whistle is used in many 
commercial applications and in professional 
orchestras where a true glissando (trombone) 
effect is required. Brightly plated all metal 
construction it is entirely hand assembled for 
precision. W10     
Sold: Individually, Master of 12
Packaged: Display box

Metal Slide Whistle

Transparent Slide Whistle

Perfect for science projects. 
Transparent slide whistle and all new packaging is 
designed to show children how sound works. The 
transparent tube allows children to visualize the 
chamber size changing as the sound changes. 
FN330
Sold: Individually, Master of 12
Packaged: Display box

This is an authentic bagpipe, made for children, that 
plays just like the real thing. Nicely finished wood 
and 100% cotton plaid cloth gives it that “scottish” 
look. Recommended for children 12 and up. Made in 
PAKISTAN
W600
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Display box

Bagpipe
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Our new Tropical Rain sticks are a full 16" long 
and provide a gentle and soothing rain sound 
reminiscent of a tropical forest.

Specially designed internal baffles provide a soft, 
lingering sound usually found in much longer rain 
sticks.

Packaged in a beautiful Tropical design box. Trophy 
Music Co. will make a donation to the WWF for 
each Rain stick sold.
Sold: Individually, Master of 12
Packaged: Display box

Available in 5 Bright colors:
Canary Yellow  RS10

Rainforest Green RS12

Kiwi Lime Green RS14

Mango Tango  RS16

Wild Cherry  RS18

Tropical Rainsticks Natural Rainsticks

Our handmade Rainsticks are made by using 
dead cactus plants. They are cut into sticks of 
various lenghts. The needles of the dead cactus 
plant are cut off, turned around and then pushed 
back into the cactus. The pieces of the cactus 
are then allowed to totally dry out. One end of 
the stick is then plugged with wood and small 
pebbles are poured into the hollow cactus tube. 
The remaining end is then plugged.

Rainsticks produce a gentle and soothing rain 
sound reminiscent of a tropical forest.
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Bulk
Available in 3 sizes:
15-Inch WP10

30-Inch WP12

40-Inch WP14

       Rainsticks

Made In Chile



22NOVELTYAnimal Shakers

1stNote® Animal Shakers are beautiful, all wood construction and filled with dried vegetables that provide 

a unique maraca or “rattle sound.” They intentionally produce a softer and intriguing sound for young 

childrens’ ears. Safe, water based finished is sanded perfectly smooth. Made in INDIA.
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Net bag with header

MT10  Cat Shaker

MT12  Dog Shaker

MT14  Cow Shaker

MT18  Sheep Shaker

MT16  Whale Shaker



Talking Animals from Chile - High quality hand carved replicas of the real thing. They make incredible life 
like sounds by stroking their backs with the included wooden playing stick. All Frogs, Crickets, Iguana and 
Pigs are hand carved from a single block of exotic wood native to Chile. 
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Shrink Wrapped

NOVELTY23 Talking Animals Made In Chile

Our hand carved Quacking Duck produces a 
unique, rolling, clacking sound when gently waved 
with the hand. 10-Inch Long Quacking Duck 
WP60
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Shrink Wrapped

WP20
2-Inch 

WP22
3-Inch 

WP24
4-Inch 

WP26
6-Inch 

WP28
8-Inch 

Cricket 5-Inch WP40
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Shrink Wrapped

Quacking Duck

IguanaCricket

Pig

Iguana 8-Inch WP44
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Shrink Wrapped

Croaking Frogs

Pig 5-Inch WP42
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Shrink Wrapped
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Just blow into the slot on the head of our hand 
crafted owl whistle to hear the familiar sound of 
an owl’s hoot. 5-Inches Tall Owl Whistle  WP46
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Shrink Wrapped

Duck Whistle 5-Inch  WP48
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Shrink Wrapped

Owl Whistle

Duck Whistle

Elephant Whistle 5-Inch  WP50
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Shrink Wrapped

Elephant Whistle 10-Inch  WP52
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Shrink Wrapped

Elephant Whistles
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*Our exclusive singular song sheets stand easily on the music rack. No more 
struggling with trying to keep the book pages open as you play. 12 popular songs 
included. 

Our children's Spinet Piano is slightly smaller then 
our Grand Piano (12” tall x 17” wide) and has 25 
chromatically tuned notes, that never go out of 
tune. Same great features but in a Spinet model. 
NOTE: Spinet model does not include a bench. 
FN950
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Non display cardboard box

Our Children’s Grand Piano measures 19” tall, with a 9” tall  sturdy bench for your young virtuoso. 27 notes 
are chromatically tuned using musical bars instead of strings - it never needs tuning .

Our unique color coded learning system includes a colored keyboard strip that is color coordinated with 
the song sheets. Children actually learn to read music as they play by color - it’s simple!
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Non display cardboard box
FN965 Black Grand Piano

FN975 White Grand Piano

Grand Pianos

Spinet Piano

Pianos
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PERCUSSION29 Rhythm Club

Advanced in design yet authentic in sound, our award-winning Remo Rhythm Club Percussion line is the 
finest quality. Every product we make is developed to meet the needs of the percussionist. Each head and 
drum incorporates a variety of modern technologies that allow them to be affordable to the rapidly growing 
number of players. 

Head is 6” in diameter and measures 12” tall. This 
drum has an awesome sound and adds “flavor” 
to your Rhythm Club band. Made in TAIWAN RC12
Sold: Individually, masters of 12
Packaged: Colorful display box

With a 6” diameter head and four sets of jingles 
(known as “Zils”) this is the perfect colorful addi-
tion to your Rhythm Club! Sounds great too! 1 3/4” 
tall. Made in TAIWAN RC10
Sold: Individually, masters of 20
Packaged: Colorful display box

Bongo Drums

This set of Bongos measures 12” across. Heads are 5” and 6” diameters for that professional 2-tone effect. 
5” tall. Made in TAIWAN RC16
Sold: Individually, masters of 12
Packaged: Colorful display box

Tambourine

Konga Drum
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Kids love lollipops! The Lollipop Drum by Remo is a very resonant, hand-held drum with a colorful and 
durable playing surface. Available in 3 sizes: 6-inch, 8-inch, 10-inch with corresponding high to low pitches. 
Made in TAIWAN 
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Colorful hangable display box

Floor Tom

Giving the Rhythm Club it’s unique beat is the Floor Tom Drum. Adds a “booming beat” to your rhythm 
band. The head is 10” in diameter and the drum is 6” tall. Complete with mallet. Made in TAIWAN RC14
Sold: Individually, masters of 10
Packaged: Colorful display box

Lollipop Drums

LPD10
10-Inch Dia.

Provides a Low Pitch.
(Tenor)

LPD08
8-Inch Dia.

Provides a Medium Pitch.
(Alto)

LPD06
6-Inch Dia.

Provides a High Pitch.
(Soprano)



PERCUSSION31 Thumpers™

FUN F O R ALL!

Thumpers™ are musically tuned tubes that resonate musical notes when “thumped” against just about 
anything... a table, your leg, your other hand, just about anyone can make music with these fun instruments.

This, our most popular diatonic set (no sharps or flats) contains eight, tuned musical tubes and four well 
known play by color songs to get anyone started on the road to music.

Perfect for group play… up to eight people can play this set.

One FREE “Try Me” display stand with purchase of 12 TH8D Thumper™ sets! 

C Major Diatonic Scale Set. TH8D
Sold: Individually, masters of 12
Packaged: Net bag with header
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These high quality miniature versions of professional maracas are used in just about every 
style of music today. Carefully designed to produce an authentic tone, they are made of 
specially formulated plastic that will last a lifetime. Small enough to use anywhere, but 
loud enough for stage use. Simply the BEST! Available in attractive clear cylinders or Clam-
Shells. 
In Clear Cylinder
Sold: Individually, masters of 12
GT14 Blue 

GT16 Black 

GT18 Green 

GT Maracas

Brightly colored Taracas, come in 4 different sizes, offering 
slightly different tones, ranging from high to low.

Sold as a set of 4, or individually, makes them perfect for 
group play!  Try them out today!
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Net bag with header
FN252 Set of 4 Taracas FN252S  Small Taraca  

FN252M  Medium Taraca FN252L  Large Taraca  

FN252XL  X-Large Taraca

Taracas

In Clam-Shells
Sold: Individually, masters of 12  
BLP14   Blue

BLP16   Black

BLP18   Green 

GT20 Purple

GT22 Orange

GT24  Red 

GT26 Yellow BLP20  Purple 

   
BLP22  Orange

BLP24  Red

BLP26  Yellow



These “mini-maracas” are made of durable ABS plastic and are ideal for teaching different rhythm and 
beats. Used in all styles of music they produce that commonly heard swish-swish sound. They are suitable 
for children ages 3 & up. 1.535”W x 2.17”H
Sold: Individually, masters of 250
BESPK Pink
BESR Red
BESO Orange
BESY Yellow
BESG Green

Our Jumbo Shakin’ Eggs are slightly larger then our standard size Shakin’ Eggs for a 0+ age grade. Made 
of durable ABS plastic, they are ideal for teaching different rhythm and beats. Used in all styles of music, 
they produce that commonly heard swish-swish sound. They are suitable for children ages 0 & up. 1.773”W 
x 2.452”H
Sold: Individually, masters of 250
JBESR    Red
JBESO    Orange

PERCUSSION33 Egg Shakers

Shakin' Eggs

Jumbo Shakin' Eggs

BESBL Blue
BESP Purple
BESBK Black
BESW White

JBESBL  Blue
JBESW   White



BBSGL  Glow-In-Dark BBSPR  Purple BBSG  Green BBSO  Orange

Shaker Blocks

BBSR  Red BBSBL  Black BBSBE  Blue BBSB  Bone

34PERCUSSIONRhythm Instruments

Beadbrain™ skull shakers are so much fun to play, it’s scary! These “mini-maracas” are used in all styles of 
music and are perfect for professionals and students alike.   Size 2.28” x 1.69” x 2.50”
Sold: Individually, masters of 250

Shaker Blocks... Authentic reproductions of the old wooden “classic alphabet blocks” only made of durable 
ABS plastic. Graded 0+ and brightly colored, Shaker Blocks are great “baby rattles”... and their true maraca 
sound makes them the perfect percussion accessory for school age kids... even adults! 
Shaker Blocks contain the letters A-D and the numbers 1-4.

FN722  Blister Card Containing 2 Blocks
Sold: Individually, masters of 12
Packaged: Blister card

FN724  Counter Display 24pcs
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Counter display

Skull Shakers



Slightly larger (8” x 7”) than the W450 model and 
completely tunable for the more advanced player. 
W460 Tunable Bongos from PAKISTAN
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Bulk

A very well made bongo with a 7” and 6” head. 
Solid two tone woods and real skin heads. 
W450 Bongos from PAKISTAN
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Bulk

Made from a very exotic dark wood from Pakistan, 
these maracas are slightly heavier with larger 
beads than their Mexican counterparts and  
produce a louder, more cutting sound. Made in 
PAKISTAN W4962
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Net bag with header

Authentic wood maracas are completely hand 
painted and finished to a beautiful high gloss. 
Made in MEXICO
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Net bag with header
W4957 Natural

W4956 Painted

PERCUSSION35 Rhythm Instruments

Wood Maracas

Tunable Bongos Bongos



We’re sure that these are the finest quality children’s bongos you will find. Very nicely made with real skin 
heads. 5-inch and 7-inch drums. Very authentic bongo sound!
Sold: Individually, masters of 12
Packaged: Net bag with header

FN370B Blue  FN370R Red

36PERCUSSIONRhythm Instruments

Bongos

Beautiful “Child-size” Conga Drums are the perfect way to introduce children to the world of percussion. 
Made of solid hardwoods with genuine leather heads, they include a durable and fully adjustable strap for 
comfort and years of enjoyment. Made in INDIA
Packaged: Cardboard non-display box
TM24 Conga Drum 7-Inch x 15-Inch
Sold: Individually, masters of 6

Conga Drums

TM26 Conga Drum 7-Inch x 20-Inch
Sold: Individually, masters of 4



Made of solid hardwoods and real leather heads, 
our “Trio” drums are extra heavy duty, perfect 
for school use. Beautifully finished in colorful 
transparent stains. They include drumstick and 
cord. Made in INDIA
Sold: Individually, Masters of 12
Packaged: Cardboard non-display box
TM10 4-Inch Piccolo Drum (Red)

TM12 6 1/2-Inch Alto Drum (Yellow)

TM14 8 1/2-Inch Tenor Drum (Blue)

A stunning 9” x 8 1/2” drum made just as they 
were in the 1700’s. All wood construction with 
real leather heads. The drum body is covered 
with a durable, textured material, while the rims 
are stainded to show the real wood grain. An 
attractive gold roping “finishes off” this beautiful 
drum. A pair of drum sticks are included. W470
Sold: Individually, Masters of 12
Packaged: Cardboard non-display box
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"Trio" Drums Spirit of "76 Drum"

Nicely made “Spinning Drum” has real skin heads. 
By twisting in your hand, both beads strike the 
head causing a unique party sound. 3 ½-inch 
head.  FN35
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Net bag with header

Super thin, 10-inch hand drum with real skin 
head provides an exceptionally loud and clear 
drum sound. A durable wood mallet is included. 
Assorted colors. FN360A
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Net bag with header

Spinning Drum

Hand Drum



Frame drums are tambourines without jingles. 
They produce a very resonant tone when struck 
with the hand or against the leg. Made in PAKISTAN
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Net bag with header
W106 6-Inch

W108 8-Inch 

W110 10-Inch

A large traditional drum used in many styles of 
music in many parts of the world. Wood cross-
bracing on back provides stability and an easy 
grip. Made in PAKISTAN
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Net bag with header
W414 14-Inch

W416 16-Inch 

W418 18-Inch
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"Trio" Drums Bodhrans

Tambourines
These are excellent quality tambourines. Made of wood and have real skin heads for incredible sound. 
Tambourines are 7 ½-inch with 5 pairs of brightly plated jingles. 

Net packaging allows the customers to actually hear and feel the instrument while providing for an attractive 
way to display these products.
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Net bag with header

FN350B  Blue

FN350R  Red

FN350Y  Yellow
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Made of wood and have real skin heads for 
incredible sound. Made in PAKISTAN
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Net bag with header
W206 6-Inch

W208 8-Inch 

W210 10-Inch

W210D 10-Inch W/ Double Row of Jingles 

Headless

Tambourines



Made of wood and have real skin heads for 
incredible sound. Made in PAKISTAN
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Net bag with header 
W306 6-Inch

W308 8-Inch 

W310 10-Inch

W310D 10-Inch W/ Double Row of Jingles 
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With Skin Heads Candy Apple

The full sized 8 1/4” head is extremely safe, 
durable, and creates a nice rhythmic tone... while 
the brightly plated jingles provide that nice jingle 
sound.
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Net bag with header
CA234PR   Purple

CA234RD   Red

CA234GR   Green

CA234BL   Blue



Super quality, all hardwood construction, simply 
hold the handle in one hand and tap the “ball 
end” in the palm of your other hand for a nice 
tambourine effect. Made in INDIA W405
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Net bag with header

Super quality, all hardwood construction simply 
hold the handle in one hand and tap the “ball 
end” in the palm of your other hand for a nice 
jingle bell effect. Made in INDIA W406
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Net bag with header

Solid hardwood tambourine with double rows of 
jingles. W400D
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Net bag with header
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Trapeze Jingles

Trapeze Bells

Fish Tambourine

Smaller sized and made of durable plastic with 
rounded edges, these tambourines were designed 
with the younger child in mind. Contoured handles 
make it easier for a budding percussionist to grip. 
The smooth edged jingles easily respond when 
rattled. 
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Net bag with header
FN256   Star

FN258   Fish

Mini Tambourine



Hold in one hand and strike with the included 
mallet for a nice wood block effect. Made in INDIA 
W402
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Net bag with header

Made in the U.S.A. This hand-held 6 note provides 
a clear and surprisingly loud bell sound. W3569
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Net bag with header

We include our own sleigh bells in the “World’s 
Best” category because they are expensive but 
worth it. Used by orchestras and Santa Claus 
everywhere.  W3568
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Net bag with header

Hand-Held Wood Block

Sleigh Bells
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“Come and get it”... Call your family to dinner 
with this unique suspended triangle. Produces a 
brilliant bell effect just like on the porches of the 
old west. Hole is drilled in the stand to hold the 
striker when not in use. FN70
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Carboard non-display box

Hanging Triangle

Sleigh Bells
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Tone Drums

Our solid wood Tone Drums are handmade by 
Amish Craftsmen in Southern Ohio. Choose from 
our 4 or 6 tone solid Maple models or our 8 tone 
solid Cherry model. Each drum produces it’s 
own unique resonant tone when played with the 
supplied “professional quality” mallets.
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Cardboard display box 
AC34 4-Tone

AC36 6-Tone

AC38 8-Tone 

Cabasa

A percussion instrument that was originally made 
from dried gourds and beads. Commonly used in 
Latin styles of music, it produces a maraca like 
sound when holding the chains in one hand and 
twisting the handle with the other hand. W530
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Net bag with header 

A unique percussion instrument that produces 
rhythmic sounds when running the scraper across 
the notches. W404
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Net bag with header

Guiro



Our hard-wood musical spoons are “top of the 
line” and just a lot of plain old fun. Imported 
hard-woods produce a very sharp, clacking sound. 
Great for parties. Instructions included. Made in 
PAKISTAN W490
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Net bag with header

Rhythm Bones are one of the most ancient of all 
musical instruments. Played similarly as musical 
spoons, playing instructions are included. Search 
“Rhythm Bones” on the internet for all kinds of 
fun information. Made in PAKISTAN W390
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Net bag with header

These beautiful  Rosewood claves are hand made 
in Pakistan using native and plentiful Rosewood. 
Rosewood is an extremely hard wood that provides 
a very bright and piercing clave tone which is 
sought after by serious musicians to cut through 
other instruments. Made in PAKISTAN W4961
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Net bag with header

These economical claves are made from 
hardwoods native to the USA. Not quite as bright 
sounding as our Rosewood models. They are 
extremely popular in school music programs for 
their excellent value. W4963
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Net bag with header

Hardwood rachet is stained with bright “see-
through” colors and is absolutely the finest you 
will find. When spun, it produces a loud “machine 
gun” sound. Great sound effects and party favor. 
Made in INDIA TM15
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Net bag with header

Our 2-¼” steel tea bell produces a very bright 
bell tone. Perfect for calling attention to many 
situations. Made in PAKISTAN W3072
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Net bag with header

Rhythm (Tea) Bell

Wooden Musical Spoons

Rachet (Grogger)

Claves

Wood Rhythm Bones
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25- NOTE CHROMATIC MODEL (A to A)

Two chromatic octaves with crisp resonance and 
projection. Each chrome steel bar is electronically 
tuned for excellent pitch. The case is high impact 
plastic for added durability. Includes plastic 
mallets. Made in South Korea
T1700   25- Note Set
Sold: Individually, Masters of 6
Packaged: Cardboard display box

27- NOTE CHROMATIC MODEL (G to A)

Twenty seven bar chromatic bell set with a range 
from G below middle C to A. Metal bars are 
electronically tuned to insure proper pitch. The 
1” bars are permanently mounted in the plastic 
carrying case. The natural notes are white and the 
bars for the half tones are black to resemble a 
piano keyboard. Two sets of mallets are provided. 
Made in South Korea 
T1727   27- Note Xylophone
Sold: Individually, Masters of 16
Packaged: Cardboard display box

8-Note resonator bells in a unique attache case. 
Bells can be removed from case and held in 
hand by multiple players. Perfect for school use. 
Includes mallets. Made in South Korea
T1750   8- Note Set
Sold: Individually, Masters of 20
Packaged: Cardboard display box

All products are of excellent quality, in-tune and an exceptional value. 
Perfect for school use. 

Xylophones

8-Note Bells Set
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8-Note Bell Set Melodee Bells

8-note bell set produces incredible crystal clear 
musical scale in C-C. Bells are brightly painted 
with the name of the note on each handle. 4770
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Cardboard display box

8 brightly colored hand bells are each perfectly 
tuned (F to F) and are color/letter coded for easy 
play. Includes songbook. 4766
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Cardboard display box



Simply “The Finest Available” 
Available in soprano, alto, and tenor sizes. Individually blister carded on a beautiful, four color display for 
impulse sales. Made In AUSTRIA
Sold: Individually, Masters of 20
Packaged: Cardboard display box

 3492  Soprano              3493  Alto                 3494  Tenor 

PERCUSSION47 Jaw Harps

Handmade and individually tuned, these beautiful Jaw Harps from Austria are the best sounding and eas-
iest to play. Each Jaw Harp comes in a handy draw string bag. Made In AUSTRIA
Sold: Individually, Masters of 20
Packaged: Draw string bag

  W32  Soprano    W33  Alto   W34  Tenor
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The MELODY HARP® is truly one of the world’s easiest and fun musical instruments to play! Simply slide 

a song sheet under the strings, fold down the “tab” to hold the music in place and follow the “dots” with 

your pick. In minutes anyone will sound like they’ve taken music lessons for years... IT’S THAT EASY! The 

MELODY HARP® is a highly-polished, wood-crafted instrument that everyone not only will have fun playing, 

but will be proud to own and display. FN600
Sold: Individually, Masters of 6
Packaged: Cardboard display box

Designed for our popular MELODY HARP® and 
similar instruments, the E-Z Tuner™ is also 
perfect for Guitars, Ukes, and just about any 
other stringed instrument. FN680T
Sold: Individually, Masters of 10
Packaged: Clamshell with color insert

STRINGS49 Melody Harp®

Melody Harp® CaseE-Z Tuner

· World’s easiest instrument to play!

· 12 song sheets with words included!

· Old-world quality-wood craftsmanship!

Designed specifically for our MELODY HARP® this 
durable nylon carrying case is the perfect way 
you to transport your Melody Harp® while on the 
go.  FN6C
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Shrink wrapped



50STRINGSMelody Harp® Music

Simple Connect-the-Dot Music! We have produced many song packets for you to purchase that will add 
to the enjoyment of owning a Melody Harp®. Music is printed on durable and easy-to-keep-clean glossy 
catalog cover stock. Made in USA

A Hunting We Will Go
A Tisket, A Tasket
Are You Sleeping 
Baa Baa Black Sheep
Froggie Went a Courtin’
Hickory Dickory Dock
I’m a Little Teapot
Mary Had a Little Lamb
Polly Wolly Doodle
Pop Goes the Weasel
The Old Grey Mare
Where O Where Has My Little Dog Gone

MP-10 Children’s Songs #1

Camptown Races
Dinah
Eensy Weensy Spider
It’s Raining, It’s Pouring
Jack and Jill
Mary, Mary Quite Contrary
Mulberry Bush
Row, Row, Row Your Boat
Skip To My Lou
Sweet Betsy From Pike
Ten Little Indians 
Three Blind Mice 

MP-15 Children’s Songs #2

Blue Tail Fly
Buffalo Gals
Clementine
Cripple Creek 
Down in the Valley
Drink To Me Only With Thine Eyes
I’ve Been Working on The Railroad
Little Brown Jug
Meet Me In St. Louis
While Strolling Through The Park
Turkey in the Straw
You Are My Sunshine

MP-25 Folk Songs #1

Auld Lang Syne
Blow the Man Down
Good Night Ladies 
Happy Days are Here Again
Home on the Range
I Wish I Was Single Again
She’ll be Comin Round the Mountain
Shenandoah
Shoo Fly
Swing Low Sweet Chariot
That Old Gang of Mine
When All the Works Done This Fall

MP-30 Folk Songs #2

Angels We Have Heard on High
Deck the Halls
Go Tell It On the Mountain
God Rest Ye Merry Gentlemen
Hark the Herald Angels Sing
Jingle Bells
Jolly Old St. Nick
Joy to the World 
O Christmas Tree
O Come All Ye Faithful
Silent Night
The First Noel

MP-35 Christmas Songs #1

A Babe is Born in Bethlehem
Good King Wenceslas
Here we come a Caroling 
The Holly and the Ivy
It came upon the Midnight Clear
O Come O Come Emmanuel
O Holy Night
Santa Claus is Coming to Town
Up on the House Top
We Three Kings
What Child is This 
I Saw Three Ships 

MP-40 Christmas Songs #2



Instructions Included

STRINGS51 1st Note® Wooden Ukulele

Our soprano size Ukulele is made of solid woods and includes a 

pitchpipe for easy tuning and chord chart for instant learning. 

Steel gears and real metal frets add to this quality musical instrument. 

DID YOU KNOW... That the word Ukulele (pronounced OOKALALE) means 

“jumping fleas” in Hawaiian. When the instrument was introduced to 

Hawaii by Portuguese travelers, the natives thought that their fingers 

looked like jumping fleas when they played! FN50
Sold: Individually, Masters of 8
Packaged: Cardboard display box

FOR AGES 5 & UP
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Don’t let these brightly colored, fun looking Ukuleles fool you!
 
They are authentic musical instruments, designed to be played by children and serious musicians alike… 
On the beach, in the rain, or in any condition where a wooden uke might get damaged.

Beautifully constructed of a high quality ABS, they are extremely durable and feature nickel plated tuning 
gears and extremely accurate frets for perfect intonation… The perfect ukulele for the beginner, or the 
serious player.
Sold: Individually, Masters of 6

Packaged: Colorful display box

FOR AGES 5 & UP

FN52BR
Brown Uke

FN52OR
Orange Uke

FN52PR
Purple Uke

FN52PK
Pink Uke

FN52BL
Blue Uke

FN52YW
Yellow Uke

FN52GR
Green Uke

STRINGS53 Plastic Ukuleles

FN52RD
Red Uke



54STRINGS1st Note® Plastic Mini Guitar

FN53BK
Black Guitar

FN53PK
Pink Guitar

Brightly colored, plastic mini guitars are authentic musical instruments, perfect for children and adults 

alike. Designed to be played at home or on the go!

Beautifully constructed of high quality ABS, these mini guitars are extremely durable and feature nickel 

plated tuning gears and extremely accurate frets for perfect intonation… The perfect guitar for beginners, 

or the serious player. 
Sold: Individually, Masters of 4

Packaged: Colorful display box

FOR AGES 5 & UP



FN634G (34-Inch) 

The FN630G (30-Inch) is ideal for younger and smaller sized 

children. In either case, just like more expensive guitars, 

the strings are placed specially close to the fingerboard 

for easy playing and to provide a full, rich tone. Special 

features like steel tuning gears for durability and accurately 

placed frets for correct intonation make Firstnote guitars 

perfect for young students.
Sold: Individually, Masters of 4 and 10
Packaged: Colorful display box

The FN634G (34-Inch) is the perfect size for children eight 

and up.

FN630G (30-Inch) 

34-Inch and 30-Inch durable 
nylon case with zipper and 
accessories.
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Bagged (non-display)
FN34GB Red (34-Inch)

FN30GB Blue (30-Inch) 

STRINGS55 1st Note® Acoustic Guitars

Two beautifully crafted guitars are the perfect size for young children. 



The “Appalachian” or “Mountain” Dulcimer is one of the most popular and easiest musical instruments to 

play. Simply hold down two of the strings with your finger or a “noter” (stick that is provided) and strum. 

Our Applecreek model is handcrafted using the finest materials and is simply the best student model you 

will find. ACD100
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Cardboard display box

Simply written, it contains 19 all time favorite 
songs. Anyone can learn to play using this 
wonderfully written method book. ACB10
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Non-retail packaging

Extremely durable nylon case features an 
accessory pocket and shoulder strap. Can be 
carried with handle like a suitcase or over the 
shoulder like a backpack. AC50 
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Non-retail packaging

56STRINGSApple Creek® Dulcimer

Beautifully handcrafted in Europe.

Dulcimer CaseDulcimer Music Book
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WIND59 Irish Whistles

The Feadog pronounced fa dóg (Gaelic for whistle) is the best available genuine Irish Penny Whistle imported 

from Dublin. Choose from F36 (36 in a counter display) available in brass only, F10's (individually packaged 

in a clear presentation box with color insert) is available in the following colors: brass, red, green, blue 

and black, F15 (Hanger display with instruction booklet) available in brass only or F20 (Hanger display with 

instruction booklet and accompanying CD) available in brass only. All are supplied with fingering charts. 

Made in IRELAND

F15 
Hanger Display with 

Booklet
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Hangable clamshell

F20
Hanger Display with 

Booklet and CD 
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Hangable clamshell

F36
Counter Display

Sold: Individually
Packaged: Counter display of 36



F10
Brass

Sold: Individually
Hangable styrene box 
with color insert
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F10G
Green

Sold: Individually
Hangable styrene box 
with color insert

F10R
Red

Sold: Individually
Hangable styrene box 
with color insert

F10B
Blue

Sold: Individually
Hangable styrene box 
with color insert

F10BK
Black

Sold: Individually
Hangable styrene box 
with color insert



WIND61 Irish Whistles

Same as the FN02 but is gold-toned with 
18-inch gold chain in an elegant “satin-
like” case. FN03
Sold: Individually, Master of 24
Packaged: Cloth display box

Great sounding, real harmonica from Hohner. 
Measures less than 1½” long, 4 holes, 8 notes. 
Plastic protective carrying case included. FN02
Sold: Individually, Master of 20
Packaged: Plastic display box

Excellent quality student harmonica from Hohner 
10 hole model, Key of C. FN34B
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Display box

Hohner® Harmonicas

Hohner® Harmonicas

Concert Noseflute

For the serious Noseflautist, our new Concert 
Noseflute is made entirely of wood which 
produces a very resonant acoustical tone. 
Finally Noseflautist can be looked at as serious 
musicians. W408
Sold: Individually, Master of 12
Packaged: Blister card
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NEW from “HOHNER,” the most famous name in harmonicas, colorful and transparent - these new 
harmonicas allows the player to see the inside reeds and how it all works. FN143PB
*PLEASE NOTE: Sold 12 assorted colors in polybag. Not retail packaged but perfect for use in dump bin.

Hohner® Harmonicas

The Flutophone is the easiest to play of all wind instruments and is used in thousands of classrooms 
across the country. 
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Colorful display box

400   White

401   Black

Flutophone®



TD180PR
Purple

TD180RD
Red

TD180GD
Gold

TD180GR
Green

TD180BL
Blue

Fingering Chart on back of Pouch

Easy-Zipper 
Pouch

Available in 5 VIBRANT COLORS!

From Tudor®... the #1 in school recorders 
throughout the country. 

These transparent recorders not only provide 
eye-candy, but sound great, too! Perfect for at 
home or in the classroom.

Each recorder is packaged in a unique and 
durable vinyl pouch and includes a cleaning 
rod and fingering chart.   
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Reusable vinyl pouch

WIND63 Candy Apple™ Recorders



Our brightly colored FIRSTNOTE® recorders are 

high quality, precisely tuned and perfectly suitable 

for school music programs.

 

(Many inexpensive recorders sold today are not 

accepted by music teachers due to tone and 

pitch problems… Not FIRSTNOTE®… they play 

beautifully!)

 

Each recorder is packaged in a unique and durable 

drawstring bag and includes a cleaning rod and 

fingering chart. 
Sold: Individually or in display
Packaged: Reusable drawstring bag

This attractive stand is sure to remind you of an 
“old time” candy store. It includes 32 recorders 
(4 of each color)

FN60DISP Display

FN60CR Red 

FN60BA Yellow   

FN60SA Green      

FN60BL Blue   

FN60GR Purple     

FN60BG Pink

FN60CH Brown

FN60LI  Black

64WIND1st Note® Recorders

Display Stand
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The finest 1-piece recorder available. Also used in classrooms everywhere, the Tudor® Recorder is a must 
for all early music programs. Supplied with carrying bag, fingering chart and cleaning rod.
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Reusable vinyl zipper pouch
TD175     Brown

TD175W   Ivory

TD185     Brown

A plastic recorder that 
sounds like wood?
That’s what many music educators say. In fact, many have said that it is the finest plastic recorder they 
have ever heard. Made from very durable “composite” plastic. A very nice zipper case is included. Key of C, 
Baroque fingering. 
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Reusable vinyl zipper pouch
TD205     

The Cambridge is a more advanced 3-piece recorder. (The three pieces allow the instrument to be adjusted 
to play in tune with other instruments.) An outstanding value with great tone and is extremely durable. 
Complete with carrying bag and finger chart.
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Reusable vinyl zipper pouch

575  Dark Brown  577  Ivory

66WINDWind Instruments

Tudor® Recorders

Cambridge® Recorders



DISPLAYS67 1st Note® Displays

1st Note® colorful counter displays take less than 1/2 square foot of counter space yet are sure to generate 
DOLLARS!

The clean, "Classic" look of our new display is reminiscent of simpler times and reflects the almost 100 
year history of our company.
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Counter display

12550 Display contains 40pcs Bagged

8450  Display contains 50pcs Bulk

12050  Display contains 40pcs Bagged

10015  Display contains 30pcs Bulk

10020   Display contains 50pcs Bulk

Plastic Kazoos Slide Whistles

Metal Kazoos Egg Shakers
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10072   Display contains 75pcs Bagged

10024   Display contains 35pcs Bulk

Mini Maracas

Hum-A-Zoo

11072   Display contains 75pcs Bagged

Noseflute

12824  Display contains 25pcs Bulk

13072   Display contains 72pcs Bagged

Wrist & Ankle Bells

Lip Whistles



DISPLAYS69 Beadbrain™ Skull Shakers

Beadbrain™ skull shakers are so much fun to play, it’s scary! These “mini-maracas” are used in all styles of 
music and are perfect for professionals and students alike.   Size 2.28” x 1.69” x 2.50”
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Counter display

BB24A  24 sealed plastic skulls. Assorted color  
 display

BB24C 24 sealed plastic Glow-in-the-Dark 
 skull display

Glow In-The Dark Assorted Colors

Halloween Tub Displays

BB12G  Glow in-the Dark display BB12A  Assorted color display

BB12HW  Halloween display



70DISPLAYSEgg Shakers

24 high-quality “eggs” are packaged in a brightly 

colored counter display. These “mini-maracas” 

are used in all styles of music and produce that 

commonly heard swish-swish sound. 

14024
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Counter display

1stNote® Jumbo Shakin’ Eggs. Sold individually or 

in a 12ct. counter display. Our new, high quality, 

Jumbo Shakin’ Eggs are slightly larger than our 

original Shakin’ Eggs to allow for a 0+ rating. These 

“mini-maracas” are used in all styles of music 

and are perfect for students and professionals 

alike. They even make for great baby rattles. Get 

yours today!

14026 
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Counter display

Shakin' Eggs

JUMBO Shakin' Eggs
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12 authentic sounding train whistles in a 
6”x 8” counter display and individually wrapped. 
4219
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Counter display

Bright assorted colors, easy to play, accurately 
tuned and educational all add up to make this one 
of our better sellers. Two full octaves! Includes 
fingering chart.
P28
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Counter display

Contains 12 of the finest quality plastic slide 
whistles available. Brightly colored and extremely 
durable TROPHY slide whistles are the easiest of 
all novelty instruments to play. Simply blow in 
the mouthpiece and move the slide to produce 
an amazing glissando (trombone) effect. Brightly 
colored display card can be hung on wall or built-
in easel for counter display.  
30C
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Counter display

Slide Whistles

Piper Fifes

Train Whistles



72DISPLAYSJaw Harps

Patterned after the original American Jaw Harp. 
Sturdy, deluxe chrome-plated instrument has 
a tongue of specially tempered steel. Precision 
tuned to meet professional requirements. 
Individually boxed with “How to Play” instructions. 
12 Jaw Harps attractively packaged in colorful 
display box. 
3490
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Counter display

12 Jaw Harps on Display Card.
Lacquered steel frame, Swedish blue steel tonque 
with plastic ball on end. Display is packaged in 
cardboard box. Made in GERMANY
3485
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Counter display

"Snoopy" Jaw Harps

"OZARK" Jaw Harps



EDUCATIONAL73 Mel-O-Dee Balls™



Mel-O-Dee Balls™ are our latest product and are a fun and easy way to introduce children 

to music at home or in the classroom! 

Mel-O-Dee Balls™ are an accurately tuned, C to C, 8 ball set, individually colored and 

note marked, so that virtually anyone can learn to play. They produce musical tones 

when squeezed, helping to build strength and dexterity through the squeezing motion 

it takes to play them and can be used by people with intellectual and developmental 

impairment to develop sensorimotor skills, social skills, and creativity. Mel-O-Dee Balls™ 

come packaged in a colorful display box with a handle for easy carrying and can be hung 

or placed on a shelf for easy display. 

MB-8 
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Hangable display box
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PERFECT FOR SCHOOL PROGRAMS!

This page contains a selection 

of percussion instruments 

most often used in elementary 

school music programs. 

All products are safe, high 

quality and widely accepted 

by music educators. All items 

are available individually or in 

very handy storage containers. 

Specially selected for group 

play. Individual products are 

bulk packed. 

Kits include instruments 

shown in chart plus 

a convenient storage 

container.

A. 4854 8” Tambourine                          
B.   4982 6” Tom Boy w/Mallet                 
C.  4981 6” Snare Boy w/Mallet                  
D.   4980 5”x 5” Tom Tom w/Mallet            
E.   4966 Sand Blocks                                  
F.   4965 Tap Tap                                          
G.  3704 7” Cymbals w/ Handles-pair       
H.  4969 Handle Castanet                          
I.   3073 4 Bell Wrist Bells                          
J.   3566 3 Bell Cluster Bells                       
K.  FN250 Maracas                                      
L.   3702 5” Cymbal w/ Mallet                     
M.  3456 Round Tone Block w/ Mallet        
N.  3275 Quiro Tone Block                           
O.  3505 5” Triangle w/ Striker                    
P.   3201 Jingle Taps                                     
Q.  3277 Rhythm Sticks-pair                       

Kits include instruments shown in chart plus a convenient storage container.

Item#  Description                            TR45DLX  TR46DLX  TR47DLX
15 Players            25 Players           35 Players

EDUCATIONAL75 Rhythm Kits

Deluxe Kits



Designed for Musical Therapists by a Musical Therapist. Trophy’s new Musical Therapy Kit contains items 
that are ideal for groups, or individuals, ideal for children and adults alike. Comes packaged in a free plastic 
container, perfect for storage and easy transportation. 

For up to 13 players 
Includes: 1 15” Rainstick, 1 Bongo, 1 Congo Drum, 1 Set Wood Maracas, 1 Tambourine, 1 Musical Washboard, 
2 Thimbles, 1 Wood Guiro, 1 Plastic Castanets on a handle, 1 Sleigh Bells, 1 Trapeze Bells, 1 Hand Drum, 1 4” 
Croaking Frog, 1 Claves

MTH13 Music Therapy Kit
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Plastic storage container

Firstnote Musical Rhythm Sets contain the finest quality musical products available to the school and 

home market today. Assembled with the aid of professional music educators, utmost care was given to 

provide children with a wide range of products in order to broaden the child’s early musical experiences. 

A unique collection of musical rhythm instruments. 
Set includes 12 easy-to-play pieces. Includes FREE 
durable drawstring bag to keep everything together. 

Contents: 3 Kazoos, 3 Noseflutes, 1 Pair Rhythm 
Sticks, 2 Castanets, 1 Triangle, 1 Sleigh Bells and 1 
Tambourine.

FN500 1st Note® Rhythm Set 
Sold: Individually
Packaged: Display box

For up to 12 players

76EDUCATIONALRhythm Kits

Music Therapy Kit

1stNote® Rhythm Set



Of course, toy safety is at the front of everyone’s mind when making proper buying 
decisions. A frequent topic of discussion in our business regarding toy safety involves the 
kazoo.

Our Firstnote model is absolutely one of the finest available. Made of polypropylene, it is 
extremely durable and safe. Many inexpensive kazoos are produced with a much cheaper 
material, polystyrene, which can break into knife-like pieces when stepped on. Also, the 
precision tolerances of our mold allows the cap to stay on tightly and safely. We hope 
that you will consider these important issues when making your buying decisions and 
consider only safe, high quality kazoos such as FIRSTNOTE™, HOHNER® and KAZOOBIE. 
Safety reports conducted by independent laboratories are available for all FIRSTNOTE™ 
products.

Intertek Testing Services, Labtest
Trophy Music Company
Mechanical Hazards: 

Simulated Use and Abuse Testing

Procedure Summary: The submitted 
samples were tested for compliance 
with the requirements of 16 FR 1500.48 
Sharp Point, 16 CFR 1500.49 Sharp 
Edges and 16 CFR 1501 Small Parts, 
both before and after conditioning as 
set forth in 16 CFR 1500.50.

Labeled Age Group: 36 months and Up 
Age Graded and Tested for: 36 months 
and Up
Sample ID: Trophy Music Company
Kazoo (Plastic) Item# FN120

ACTUAL COMPRESSION TEST

High Quality
Trophy 

First Note Kazoo
After

Compression 
Test, 

Still Intact!

Low Quality
Kazoo
After

Compression 
Test, Broken and 

Dangerous!
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We can imprint your store name, event, logo, ect., on Kazoos, Egg Shakers, and Noseflutes! 
Ask your representative or call our sales department (1-800-321-0556, ext. 121) for details. 

IMPRINTING 78IMPRINTING



Trophy Music Co.
9287 Midwest Ave. 

Cleveland, Ohio 44125

Toll- Free Phone: 1-800-321-0556
Toll-Free Fax: 1-888-389-8999

www.grotro.com
E-mail: music@grotro.com

©2021 Trophy Music Co., All rights reserved. 
Copyright information: Certain names, logos, designs, titles, words or phrases used in these pages may 

constitute trademarks of Trophy Music Co., or other entities, which may be registered in certain jurisdictions. 


